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An investor with a large, appreciated
position in a technology stock from
his former employer wanted to reduce
risk over time.

We prepared a staged diversification
program that used losses from the
Custom Core portfolio to help offset
taxes from the sale of the tech stock.

Building a broad-cap Custom Core
portfolio around the tech holding
helped reduce the investor’s risk
and tax exposure.

Challenge
An advisor’s prospective client had a large position in a technology stock from his former employer.
The client wanted to diversify to broad-cap equity exposure, but the technology stock had sizable
gains and made up a large portion of his investable assets. The advisor wanted to provide a solution
to help reduce the concentration over time and build a portfolio around the technology exposure.

The technology stock had
sizable gains and made
up a large portion of the
client’s investable assets.

Parametric solution
Parametric’s staged diversification tool offered a plan for reducing the technology-stock position
over time and investing the proceeds in a Custom Core® account. We adjusted the length of the
staged diversification to meet the client’s desire to reduce the position while spreading the
realization of gains over multiple years.
The Custom Core account provides the broad-cap exposure while building the portfolio around
the concentrated stock position. Since the client had exposure to technology from the concentrated
position, the portfolio excludes the technology sector. Over time the portfolio managers can work
with the advisor to adjust the target exposure as the client reduces his position in the technology
stock. Realized losses in the Custom Core portfolio can be used to reduce taxes resulting from
the sale of the concentrated technology stock.

Realized losses in
the Custom Core
portfolio can be used
to reduce taxes from the
sale of the concentrated
technology stock.
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Results
By building a broad-cap Custom Core account around the client’s technology stock, we helped diversify
the client’s portfolio without incurring the taxes of fully liquidating the position. Over time the move
from the concentrated technology stock to a diversified broad-cap exposure will reduce the portfolio’s
specific risk. And as losses are harvested in the Custom Core account, they can be used to offset the
gains from the sale of the concentrated position, helping the client tax-efficiently diversify over time.

We helped diversify
the client’s portfolio
without incurring the
taxes of fully liquidating
the position.

At Parametric, we manage more than $78 billion in assets in Custom Core accounts alone, with $60
billion in client-specified tax mandates. Harvesting losses while maintaining adherence to the client’s
desired benchmark is a critical component of our comprehensive approach to tax management.

Find more insights and research
at parametricportfolio.com

Investment advisory services offered through Parametric
Portfolio Associates® LLC (“Parametric”), an SEC registered
investment advisor. The information on this website is for
US residents only and does not constitute an offer to sell,
or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, securities in any
jurisdiction to any person to whom it is not lawful to make
such an offer. Investing entails risks, and there can be no

assurance that Parametric (and its affiliates) will achieve
profits or avoid incurring losses. All investments are subject
to potential loss of principal. Parametric does not provide
tax or legal advice. Prospective investors should consult
with a tax or legal advisor before making any investment
decision. Please refer to the disclosure page for important
information about investments and risks.
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